
 
          

 
( “A Cage of Nightingales” ) 
France  :  1944  :  dir. Jean Dréville  :  Gaumont                                          :  90 min 
prod:             :  scr: Noël-Noël & René Wheeler  :  dir.ph.:  
Michel François; "Le Petit Krebs"; Les Petits Chanteurs à la Croix de Bois ..…………………… 
Noël-Noël; Micheline Francey; René Genin; Paul Frankeur; Marthe Mellot; Arlette Mery; 
Georges Biscot; René Blancard; Claude Nicot; Marguerite Ducouret; Roger Vincent 
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  A nightingale in the hand is worth two in the bush – Noël-Noël and François           Source: The Moving Picture Boy 

 

Speelfilm Encyclopedie review: 
 
“The approach, based more on understanding 
than on discipline, of a teacher at an approved 
school for boys proves effective but leads 
nonetheless to his dismissal.  A report of his 
experiences in the papers leads to his 
reinstatement, so that he can marry his beloved. 

The understated treatment saves the film from 
didacticism, and the little singers of the then 
famous boys' choir play the rebellious pupils 
with surprising conviction.  Their insipid 
warblings1 are strictly for the fans and, in this 
context, hardly plausible either.  ** ” 
 

                                                           
1
 ? = "zoetgevooisdheid" 

La Cage aux Rossignols  



 
 
In French classrooms, evidently, it’s the teacher who draws caricatures of his pupils on the blackboard.  

         Source:  Film Review 1947-48 
  

 
Halliwell’s Film Guide review: 
 
“A reform school teacher fires difficult pupils 
with new hope.  Low-key star vehicle with 
moderately pleasing results.  * ” 
 
 
Film Yearbook 1947-48 review: 
 
“Simple, charming, warm and immensely 
human little French film about a new master at 
a boys’ reform school and how he introduces 
into it a humanity and a kindliness  that has 
always so far been lacking.  He trains a choir, 
saves the boys from death, gets the sack and 
marries the girl of his heart.  As the master 
Noel-Noel gives a masterly performance;  
something of a clown, he can switch moods, 
from comedy to pathos, at a moment’s notice 
and do it perfectly.  (Shown at the end of 1946 
but not noted in the 1946 Film Review).” 
 
“The charming French picture, "A CAGE OF 
NIGHTINGALES", was about the 

introduction of more humane methods into a 
boys’ reform school…”  
 
Excerpt from The Moving Picture Boy entry 
on Roger Krebs: 
 
“One of the most popular and often-revived 
French films of the Forties was Jean Dréville's 
"LA CAGE AUX ROSSIGNOLS", a senti-
mental comedy set in a school, with Noël-Noël 
as a teacher trying simultaneously to win the 
hand of Micheline Francey and to subdue a 
rebellious class of 12 to 14-year olds.  Since 
there were to be opportunities for song, the 
pupils were almost all recruited from France's 
favourite boys' choir of the period, the Petits 
Chanteurs à la Croix de Bois. 
 
There were two important featured roles among 
the boys:  a sensitive one, played by Michel 
François, and a smoulderingly uncooperative 
one called Laugier, played by "Le Petit Krebs" 
(as he was billed).  The blond Laugier 
surprisingly proved to be the school's star 
singer, and redeemed himself by singing the 



solo in a highly romantic arrangement of a 
chorus by Rameau. ” 
 
 
 
 
The Moving Picture Boy entry on Michel 
François: 
 
“This slender, sensitive, dark-eyed creature - 
who always looked younger than his age - made 
his debut at five years old, and at twelve was 
acting with the Comédie Française.  He played 
Edwige Feuillère's son in Ophüls' "SANS 
LENDEMAIN", and Madeleine Renaud's in 
"LE CIEL EST A VOUS".  In "LA CAGE AUX 
ROSSIGNOLS" he was a conscience-wracked 
orphan.  "AIR PUR" was never completed. 
 
Michel continued to appear in films for another 
decade or so.  He was Gérard Philipe's fellow-
student in "LE DIABLE AU CORPS" ('46), 
and had the male lead in "LES DERNIERES 
VACANCES" ('47) and again in "CLARA DE 
MONTARGIS" ('50).  He was also the unseen 
narrator in Truffaut's early film about early 
teens, "LES MISTONS" ('57).  Gradually, in 
fact, his interest shifted to the aural side of film.  
Michel François became one of France's leading 
special effects technicians, with his own much-
in-demand sound studio, and later a producer. 
” 
 
 

 
 
[no listing in “Classics of the Foreign 
Film”, "Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video 
Guide 1996", "The Critics’ Film Guide", 
"The Good Film and Video Guide", 
"Movies on TV and Videocassette 1988-
89", "The Time Out Film Guide", "Video 
Movie Guide 1993" or "The Virgin Film 
Guide"] 
 

 

Cast list courtesy of Winchester’s Screen 
Encyclopedia (1948): 
 

NOEL-NOEL……………...Clément Mathieu 
MICHELINE FRANCEY…………...Martine 
GEORGES BISCOT………………Raymond 
RENÉ GENIN……………………....Maxence 
RENÉ BLANCARD…………………..Rachin 
MARGUERITE DUCOURET 

…...……...Martine’s Mother 
ROGER VINCENT………The Academician        
JEAN MOREL……………The New Director 
GEORGES PAULAIS...…………M. Langlois 
RICHARD FRANCOEUR…..M. de Mazères 
ANDRÉ NICOLLE………….M. de La Prade 
MARCEL PRAINCE...A Patron of the School 
MICHEL FRANCOIS………...Eloi Lequérec    
ROGER LAUGIER…………..Le Petit Krebs 
THE BOYS’ CHOIR 

OF THE CROIX DE BOIS 
 

 
 
 
No further information currently available.  Broody Roger Krebs was about 12, and appeared 
three years later in another school film made by Dréville - "LE VISITEUR".  Anti-German 
feeling in 1946 prompted him (as so many other actors) to drop his true name and assume 
the name of his character from the previous film, so Roger Krebs was billed as Roger Laugier. 
 
Le waif François was actually 15, with some 16 films already to his credit, among them 
"ROSE" ('35), "LA CHARRETTE FANTOME" ('39), "L'ASSASSINAT DU PERE NOEL" ("The 
Murder of Father Christmas", '41) and "PECHES DE JEUNESSE" ("Sins of Youth", '41).  A 
somewhat similar French light comedy on the travails of a progressive schoolmaster was "LE 
MAITRE D'ÉCOLE" ('81).  Comparable stories of softly-softly teaching in the UK were played 
more for drama than comedy, as in “SPARE THE ROD”, with Max Bygraves in the Nöel-Nöel 
role. 
 
See subject index under MUSIC / YOUNG MUSICIANS and PRISONS / BORSTALS / 
REFORM SCHOOLS. 
 

 


